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CANMORE ART GUILD - MINUTES OF EXECUTIVE MEETING, July 18, 2016

Where: CAG Gallery

In Attendance:  Kevin Annala, Kevin McCormick, Susan Miller, Danni Perkins, Jim Price, Jillian 
Roulet, Anne Noel-Martin (present for discussion of Educational and Social activities)

RECORD OF DECISIONS

1. Call to Order:  Quorum met and meeting called to order at 6.35pm.

2. Review of Agenda: Agenda approved with additions.

3. Minutes from June 20, 2016 Executive meeting.  Moved by Jim, seconded by Susan, that 
minutes be approved.  Approved. 

4. Action Items Arising from Previous Executive Meetings:  See end of minutes.

5.   Educational and Social Activities Program for General Meetings:  Anne Noel-Martin 
discussed her proposal.  The objective is to have an educational component to each general 
meeting.  About 4 times a year, there will be a separate Educational or Social activity outside of 
general meetings.  It was agreed that Anne would develop a schedule of educational and social 
events in advance.  It should be coordinated with the gallery schedule, and advertised to 
members and potentially to non-members.  In November, the gallery schedule will go to the 
membership for approval.  The Educational and Social Events schedule will be presented at the 
same time for information. Action: Martin

6. Gallery Report 
- Featured Artists Guidelines - comments have been incorporated and these are now complete
- Gallery Policy - a consolidated policy will be brought to the next Exec meeting                                                 

Action: Perkins and McCormick
- Drop off time for art for upcoming shows - Gallery Directors have the discretion to change the 

drop-off time as needed
- CAG has information in the Preview magazine which is issued 5 times/year.  Gallery 

Directors will look in to what we receive for our $200 expenditure with this magazine
Action: Gallery Directors

- List of members contributing to gallery shows - Kevin will work with Leila to complete this.

Action: McCormick and Leila

7.  Financial Report:  Jim presented the year to date financials. 
- Jim tabled revised draft guidelines for financial authorities and expenditures.  Kevin will 

rewrite item #5 to link with budget approvals.
Action: McCormick

8. Service Support for Treasurer’s Computer:  The contract Jim had with the Geek Squad for 
maintaining the system he uses for the financial statements, has expired.  It was decided that 
rather than expending more money on the CAG computer which Jim uses, he should use his 
personal computer.  CAG will not pay to have the Geek Squad contract extended.  Jim will 
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determine if the financial software can be transferred to his home computer.  For the next 
meeting he will provide information on whether the program has been purchased by CAG or is a 
monthly charge, etc.

Action: Price

9. Job Descriptions:  Kevin M reviewed new position descriptions.  Senior Gallery Director and 
Past President positions were approved, as well as Coordinator Gallery Sitters, Membership 
Coordinator and Poster Distribution Coordinator.  The responsibility for attending the tenant 
meetings for Elevation Place was discussed and it was decided that one of the Gallery Directors 
should represent CAG.  Jillian will request that the Tenant Committee organizer send notices of 
the meetings to Susan Miller.

Action: Roulet

10. Workshops - Policy and Procedure:  The guidelines (policy and procedures) were 
deferred until we have some experience in offering workshops.  It was agreed that in general 
workshops will be subsidized by CAG however members also need to pay something for the 
workshop.
- Catharine Findlay has agreed to organize one workshop for which CAG will commit up to 
$500.  

Action: McCormick

11. Advertising:  Kevin A reported on the feedback received  through the survey handed out in 
the gallery.  He received permission to modify the survey to get more specific feedback from 
people purchasing art.  Kevin also got approval to use the $300 CAG is providing for his show to 
try advertising through methods we have not used in the past such as electronic ads.

12.   Report From Meeting of Elevation Place tenants: No report available.

13. Membership Data Base:  Kevin M met with Leila McDowell, Membership Coordinator to 
discuss what information could be added to a data base for us to know our members better.  It 
was agreed that the date at which members first joined CAG will be added where possible.

Action: McCormick

14. Save-On Foods Potential Partnership:  Danni reported on her discussion with Lorne, 
Save-on representative.  He indicated they were interested in having some art on the walls in 
the store.  No details have been sorted out, however it was felt that it could be indicated that the 
art work is for sale and whom to contact.  Kevin A will follow up with Save-on to see if he can 
have some promotion for his up-coming solo show.  Danni will work with Kevin to pursue 
opportunities with Save-on

Action: Annala & Perkins

15. Media Liaison Coordinator:  Debbie Baldwin has agreed to take on this role and will work 
with the Gallery Directors on an ongoing basis.

16.  Criminal Record Check:  When non-CAG members are using the gallery, they are 
required to sign an agreement.  The Criminal Record Check requirement will be included.
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17.  Response to ‘The Way Forward’ Document:  Jillian tabled a consolidation of the 
comments received. (see attached).  Jillian was asked to combine this with the input received 
from an earlier survey.  Kevin will provide Jillian with the information from the earlier survey. 

Action:  McCormick & Roulet

18.  Welcoming New Members:  Marjory Gibney had indicated that she might be willing to 
invest some time in introducing new members to CAG and the gallery.  Kevin M will follow up 
with her.

Action: McCormick

19. Next Meetings (at the gallery)
- General Meeting - Monday Sept 26, 7:00 pm
- Executive Committee Meeting - Monday August 22, 6:30 pm

20.  Adjournment. Moved by Kevin A to adjourn meeting at 9:09.

Need to update this list.
ACTION ITEMS

      Completed:
1. deposit for all private shows - Price
2. adding new members to tablet for sales - Price 
3. guidelines re feature artist - Gallery Directors
4. job descriptions and titles for Gallery Directors- ongoing - McCormick & G. D. - completed?
5. coordinate 2 opening receptions with T of C - Gds
6. advise Exec of educational and social ideas  for general meetings - McCormick & Anne 

Martin

Ongoing:
1. finalize statement for website - on hold - McCormick & Annala
2. Finalize one gallery policy for all shows - will include reconsideration of length of time 

between hanging an art piece in a show - table at next Exec meeting - Gallery Directors
3. list of members showing art in gallery - McCormick and Leila
4. review our contribution to Preview magazine - Gallery Directors
5. Membership Data Base - ongoing - McCormick
6. provide update on computer based financial program at next Exec - Price
7. ensure notices re. next tenant committee meeting go to Susan Miller - Roulet
8. Workshop policy and procedures -deferred until have some experience in hosting 

workshops -  McCormick
9. guidelines for financial authorities and expenditures - revised version to be tabled at next 

Exec meeting - Price & McCormick
10. obtain clarification of potential Save-on partnership - Annala & Perkins
11. train Exec members to post info on Website - deferred for approx 6 months - Annala
12. Educational and Social events schedule to be tabled with members in November - Martin & 

McCormick
13. combine input received in response to ‘Way Forward Document’ with results of previous 

survey - Roulet
14. determine if M Gibney willing to welcome new members - McCormick
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